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New trends show guests demand techie, yet comfy, homey accommodation
GROWTH opportunities for the hotel and hospitality industry continue to flourish in the country today.
Most industry players may have been making wise use of the internet and its ability to provide a global platform for these players to
attract a bigger market of consumers.
Promotions, discounts, bookings, and even generous restaurant deals must have contributed to the popularity of staycation packages and
a boost in domestic travels.
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Rooms are no longer with uniform design. PHOTOS FROM PEXELS.COM

A recent report titled “Lodging in the Philippines” prospects a property boom in the industry anchored on the increasing volume of
tourist arrivals and domestic travels.
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report adds that more hotel establishments, with more rooms,
will
constructed
accommodate the tourist influx.

The report points to medium-priced hotels as alternative choices of domestic travelers rather than the high-priced venues most
foreigners and well-off visitors prefer.
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Hotels will begin to cater to adults and couples by offering a kid-free environment where they
can relax sans stressful kiddie noise.

Industry trends
As early as the start of the New Year, trends in the hotel and hospitality sector have emerged which will most likely prevail in the
remaining 11 months ahead.
Advertisements

Trivago, a German transnational technology company specializing in lodging, writes in its business blog the top most likely industry
trends in 2019.
Aside from the internet, mobile applications and data-driven personalization are seen to be the top trends for this year, prompting hotels
to harness the powers of technology to improve their operation as well as marketing strategies.
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Hotels are tapping on the power of technological applications to provide better
services and enhance the hotel experience of their guests.

What are these trends seen to be reshaping the industry? Here is The Manila Times list:
1. Mobile phones vs. computers
While mobile devices handle the majority of online bookings, the good ol’ desktop-website method continues to contribute to bigger
hotel revenue shares. This 2019, Trivago advises hotels to focus on optimizing websites and other booking engines that will effectively
attract mobile bookers.
2. Lower guest acquisition costs with direct bookings
While the industry leverages on technology to compete online, Trivago forecasts a growing number of hoteliers running Cost-Per-Click
(CPC) campaigns to deliver lower-cost when booking directly through their websites.
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Hotels have begun to focus on their own skilled kitchen staff to offer good,
traditional local cuisines. PHOTOS FROM ASTORIA
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According to a study conducted by EHL, a Swiss hospitality management school, virtual communities formed on social media networks
—such as TripAdvisor—have a profound impact on customers and have led to greater transparency in the industry.
The trend has prompted hotels and hospitality companies to further improve their services to meet consumer expectations.

4. Digitized guest experience EHL says hotels are tapping on the power of technological applications to provide better services and
enhance the hotel experience of their guests.
After all, customers nowadays are aware of modern personalized services hotels can offer and thus demand such unique experiences.
5. Social responsibility is an obligation
With the challenges of global warming and their damaging impact on the industry, EHL sees that hotels must implement sustainable
environment-friendly measures even if these would mean radically changing existing business models.
6. Longer booking windows
Travel Market Report (TMR) sees soaring occupancy rates this 2019, sending an urgent message to future guests: book early and be
flexible.
7. Popularity of local cuisine
TMR sees one trend that’s waning is featuring celebrity chefs as a means to compete with fine dining restaurants.
Instead, hotels have begun to focus on their own skilled kitchen staff to offer good, traditional local cuisines.

8. Unique room decorations
Rooms are no longer with uniform design.
TMR says that the trend is for guests to feel like their staying in a customized room made just for them.
Gone are the days when simple means homey. Today, comfort tops in making the room cozy.
Hoteliers speak
Speaking with Travel Market Report, some of the leading hospitality experts have affirmed the trends listed above, and even offered
their own observations on what’s trendy now in the industry.
Ricardo Orozco, Solmar Hotels & Resorts VP for Operations, says that luxury travelers will rely on travel agents more heavily in 2019.
Mario Cruz, concept manager for Original Group, says that 2019 will be a year exclusive for adults and couples. He says hotels will
begin to cater to this market by offering a kid-free environment where adults can relax sans stressful kiddie noise.
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Nestled in a vibrant and growing commercial business district is the first purposebuilt five-star Marco Polo Hotel in the Philippines. PHOTO FROM MARCO
POLO ORTIGAS MANILA

Chris Hornick, Dream Vacations Franchise owner and vacation specialist in Pleasant Hill, Pennsylvania, says that travelers nowadays
are looking forward to local, culturally immersive experiences as opposed to traveling to top tourism sites, sightseeing destinations, and
major world attractions.
Aside from local and international travelers, business corporations have tapped into hotels as venues for business meetings and other
corporate events.

Beatriz de Smith, Hilton Puerto Vallarta sales manager, says, “Groups are stepping out from traditional setups and layouts to introduce
new space distributions and designs. For example, instead of having a U shape or a classroom set-up, clients are looking for a mix of
furniture to create different spaces within the same room, and also looking to incorporate healthy choices in coffee breaks.”
Leading PH hotels
Most of the trends listed above are already happening in local hotels such as Astoria Plaza and Marco Polo Ortigas Manila.
Despite being located in one of the busiest districts in the National Capital Region, both hotels have successfully provided quiet,
comfortable accommodations preferred by both individual travelers and business corporations
At the heart of the Ortigas Business District, in Pasig City, beats Astoria Plaza, a new standard of urban living equipped with expansive
spaces with both the comforts of home and modern conveniences of a deluxe hotel as well.
With rooms and suites measuring 130-square meters and equipped with kitchenette, home has never been this close to the city.
Spend some well-deserved leisure time at the hotel’s various recreational facilities—relax at the plaza’s spa and massage center, or go
for a great workout at its gym, then splash a few laps at the pool.
Astoria Plaza is within walking distance to the city’s premier shopping centers, hospitals, and universities as its way of assuring guests
that the hotel is well updated with the city’s basic services.
Also nestled in a vibrant and growing commercial business district is the first purpose-built five-star Marco Polo Hotel in the
Philippines.
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The hotel offers discerning guests 316 spacious and well-designed rooms and suites, including two Continental Club floors that accord
unrivaled privileges and benefits.
The hotel is also located in the Ortigas Commercial Business District, set in the boundaries of Quezon City, Mandaluyong and Pasig
City.
The hotel takes pride in its accessibility to organizations such as Asian Development Bank, Meralco, San Miguel Corporation, major
Business Process Outsource (BPO) establishments and pharmaceutical companies.
Short walks from the hotel are shopping and entertainment areas including SM Megamall, The Podium, Shangri-La Plaza Mall, and
Robinson’s Galleria while minutes-away from the hotel are places of interest such as Greenhills Centre, Tiendesitas and Eastwood City.
In addition to Manila’s best dining outlets, Marco Polo boasts of four specialty outlets: Cucina, the all-day dining restaurant that
features live show kitchens; Lung Hin, the contemporary Chinese restaurant serving traditional and authentic Cantonese cuisine; Café
Pronto, the relaxed and friendly coffee venue; and VU’s, the first of its kind sky bar and lounge located on the topmost 45th floor of the
hotel.
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